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with onr limited intelligence, predicate of it is that it is a pheaomeral
reality or a reality of appearance—an inexplicable manifestation, of
Brahma on Brahma Itself, possibly for the edification of Man.
My own submission is that though, from a philosopMcal standpoint
a discussion about the Universe and all that it contains may be un-
necessary and irrelevant,—though in the strict Veddnta sense it is
simply amdyd—still it has its uses for our limited aims and ends. The
Shdstrd&, dealing with what is technically called avidyd, are not with-
out their use to those who are still in this world of Nescience/
We caimot forget that we must begin with sense-experience to be
able eventually to acquire spiritual knowledge. We must pass through
what is called amdyd as a preparation for acquiring what is called
the highest spiritual knowledge (para mdya). We cannot reach bhe
advaita standpoint except through dvaita (duality).
No man can ordinarily hope to enter what may be termed the spi-
ritual sphere, without a proper preparation on tho lower planes. No
man can have any idea of the Supreme Principle or Being unless lie
believes, in his initial stages of development, that the Universe is a
reality, and that the Supreme Principle is immanent in it and trans-
cendent also; he cannot sufficiently realize the idea of Unity and
Identity with that Principle, except through bhakti (devotion), which
presupposes the dualism of G-od and, His 'bhakta (devotee). He cannot
•understand Hs duties to himself and others and practise Altruism on
the principle of abheda, except as one moving in the world of sense-
experience and forming a member of 'a universal family' {vasudhaiva
Jcittumbalkam).
Ethics is necessary to a right comprehension and exercise of all
these duties, without which man can never be fit for realising Ms
own spiritual identity with the Eternal Reality. Pantheism or rather
Panentheism, BMUi, Ethics—all these presuppose the phenomenal
reality of the Universe and of all the individual existences therein.
It is by a preparation of the kind above indicated that one is enabled
ro understand correctly the distinction between Subject and Object,
and to attach to each its proper function and importance. It pro"
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